There’s no feeling like hooking a fish on a fly you tied yourself.

If you’ve experienced it, you know the sensation leads to lifelong obsession and constant dreams of your next fly design, your next fish, your next adventure.

We all have our own reasons for tying flies. For some of us, it’s to express ourselves and explore the ranges of our creativity. For others, it’s the ultimate meditation. Then there are those of us who tie because we need our flies tied precisely to spec to get an eat from the monster fish under the log jam at our local secret spot.

Why do you tie? Whatever your reason, building your fly off of a durable, purpose-designed base material is a must.

Flymen tying materials combine ease of tying with innovative design and top-notch performance on the water. From foam flies to streamers to nymphs, we have you covered for all levels of the water column.
### Foam Fly Solutions

**Double Barrel™ Popper & Slider Body**
- **MSRP:** XS-M: $4.95, L $5.95, XL $6.95
- **Qty. per pack:** XS, S, M (8), L (6), XL (4)

**Popper Hooks**
- **Kink Shank**
- **Wide Hook Gap**
- **Chemically sharpened micro-barb**
- **#8, #6, #2**

**Tie poppers, sliders, gurglers, divers, and other foam flies to target species such as bass and panfish.**

**Qty. per pack:** 25
- **MSRP:** $6.50

**Dragon Eyes™**
- **Bright, bold, & buggy.**
- **Imitate a variety of amphibians, reptiles, baitfish, rodents, and other creatures fish love to eat!**
- **Volcanic (red), Arctic (gray), Tropic (yellow), Oceanic (green).**
- **3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm, 8.5 mm, 10 mm.**

**Amp up your foam flies and streamers.**

**Qty. per pack:** 3 mm - 8.5 mm (20), 10 mm (16)
- **MSRP:** $3.95

---

**Howitzer™ Baitfish Popper Head**
- **For articulated baitfish poppers.**
- **Seamless connection for fly bodies at back of head.**
- **Smooth, strong popper skin can be decorated or fished as is.**
- **Deep cup and extended top lip for loud, aggressive pops.**
- **Recessed eye sockets.**
- **Blue, White, Orange, Black, Green Chartreuse, Yellow Chartreuse.**

**Qty. per pack:** M (9), L (8)
- **MSRP:** $6.95

**For next-generation foam poppers, sliders, & divers.**
- **Smooth, strong popper skin can be decorated or fished as is.**
- **Deep cup and extended top lip for powerful, effortless pops.**
- **Recessed eye sockets.**
- **Blue, White, Orange, Black, Green Chartreuse, Yellow Chartreuse.**

**Qty. per pack:** XS, S, M (6), L (6), XL (4)
- **MSRP:** XS $4.95, L $5.95, XL $6.95

**Howitzer™ Baitfish Popper Head and Dragon Eyes. Photo by Al Simson, Kettafly.**

---

**Howitzer™ Baitfish Popper Head and Dragon Eyes. Photo by Al Simson, Kettafly.**

---

### Surface Seducer

**Oceanic long tom in Australia caught on a popper tied with a Surface Seducer Howitzer baitfish popper head and Dragon Eyes. Photo by Al Simson, Kettafly.**

---

### Surface Seducer

**Oceanic long tom in Australia caught on a popper tied with a Surface Seducer Howitzer baitfish popper head and Dragon Eyes. Photo by Al Simson, Kettafly.**
NEW Double Barrel Bass Bug™ 2.0

- Tied with a “soft-bite” Double Barrel™ body for powerful popping action and durability.
- Designed to take a beating.
- 6 color variations.
- Size 6/0 freshwater hook.

NEW Howitzer Articulated Baitfish Popper

- Tied with a “soft-bite” Howitzer™ baitfish popper head for powerful popping action.
- Articulated for lifelike movement.
- Designed to take a beating.
- Lightweight and castable.
- 2 color variations.
- Size 4/0 stainless steel hook.

NEW Double Barrel Baitfish Popper

- Tied with a “soft-bite” Double Barrel™ body for powerful popping action and durability.
- Bite-proof Faux Bucktail tail.
- Lightweight and castable.
- Target a wide variety of species.
- Size #2, #6, #8, #10 stainless steel hook.

NEW Chocklett’s™ Finesse Changer

- Natural swimming action with 7 Articulated Fish-Spine body segments.
- Shed water for light and easy casting thanks to the synthetic Finesse material.
- 8 color variations for you to “match the hatch” for success in most fisheries and target species.
- Size 2/0 high-carbon steel hook with a black-nickel finish (Kona Big Game Hunter hook).

NEW Chocklett’s™ Polar Changer

- Natural swimming action with 7 Articulated Fish-Spine body segments.
- Shed water for light and easy casting thanks to the synthetic Polar Fiber material.
- 6 color variations
- Size 4/0 front and #4 tail high-carbon steel hook with a blade-nickel finish (Kona Big Game Hunter hook).

Bass beware! There’s a new popper in town.
- Designed to take a beating.
- Lightweight and castable.

Attract fish with the powerful pops and lifelike swimming action of this wounded baitfish imitation.

Hammer a wide range of freshwater and saltwater species with the ultimate baitfish popper.

Fool even the most discerning of fish with the Finesse Changer’s lifelike action and realistic profile.

Catch the attention of fish with the Polar Changer’s irresistible action and impressionistic profile.

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 2017 International Fly Tackle Dealer show

MSRP $5.75

MSRP $7.95

MSRP $5.95

MSRP $5.95

3-fly pack MSRP: $29.25

2-fly pack MSRP: $35 (single hook) $38 (double hook)
Shrimp & Cray Tail™

- For weighted crustacean flies.
- Simple and realistic alternative to bead chain eyes and dumbells.
- Silver, Gold.

Baitfish Head™

- For weighted streamers.
- Living Eyes™ included.
- Coppertone, Dark Gray, Gold, Golden Chartreuse, Silver.

Fish-Mask™

- For unweighted streamers that suspend in the water column.
- Molded fluoro-epoxy head.
- Clean & simple to tie.
- Clear to take on the fly’s body color.

Sculpin Helmet™

- For weighted streamers.
- Living Eyes™ included.
- Black, Brown, Olive, Silver (XS only).

For weighted crustacean flies.
- Simple and realistic alternative to bead chain eyes and dumbells.
- Silver, Gold.

For weighted streamers.
- Living Eyes™ included.
- Coppertone, Dark Gray, Gold, Golden Chartreuse, Silver.

For unweighted streamers that suspend in the water column.
- Molded fluoro-epoxy head.
- Clean & simple to tie.
- Clear to take on the fly’s body color.
Skulpin Bunny™

Sculpin imitation.
• Tied with a Sculpin Helmet™.
• 6 color variations.
• #4, #8 freshwater hook.

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 2012 International Fly Tackle Dealer show

Skulpin Bugger™

Sculpin/bugger hybrid.
• Tied with a Sculpin Helmet™.
• Brown, Olive, Black.
• #4, #8 freshwater hook.

Crafty Deceiver™

Weightless saltwater/warm-water streamer.
• Tied with a Fish-Blade™.
• Pearl, Green.
• #4 saltwater hook.

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 2010 International Fly Tackle Dealer show

Saltwater/freshwater baitfish.
• Tied with a Baitfish Head™.
• Gray, Tan, Olive, Chartreuse.
• #2 saltwater hook.

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 2011 International Fly Tackle Dealer show

Masked Minnow™

Weighted wooly bugger.
• Tied with a Fish-Blade™.
• Brown, Olive, Black.
• #4, #8 freshwater hook.

Bass/trout streamer.
• Tied with a Baitfish Head™.
• Brown, Black, Chartreuse.
• #1 freshwater hook.

Faux Bucktail

Huck: Streamer hook, #2 or #1.
Body & Wings: Fish-Skull Faux Bucktail.
Flash: Flashabou, silver.
Head: Fish-Skull Baitfish Head, small-medium.
Eyes: Surface Seducer Dragon Eyes, 4 mm.

1. Cover hook shank with thread wraps.
2. Tie in white Faux Bucktail about 2x the hook shank length for the belly, leaving room at the hook eye to slide the Baitfish Head on later.
3. Tie in a few strands of Flash and trim to same length as the Faux Bucktail.
4. Tie in Faux Bucktail of the same length for the top wing. Tie off your tying thread and whip finish. Apply super glue to the thread head.
5. Fit the Baitfish Head over the eye of the hook and position firmly in place.
6. Re-attach your tying thread in front of the Baitfish Head and tie a small thread darn between the head and the eye of the hook. Tie off.
7. Place the Dragon Eyes in the eye sockets and apply super glue or UV finish to hold them in place.
8. Go catch a big fish!

For the tying video on the Faux Bucktail page on flymenfishingcompany.com

More Fish-Skull® streamers available at flymenfishingcompany.com

MSRP $3.95

MSRP $3.40

MSRP $2.40

MSRP $3.95

MSRP $3.50

Faux Bucktail

1. Cover hook shank with thread wraps.
2. Tie in white Faux Bucktail about 2x the hook shank length for the belly, leaving room at the hook eye to slide the Baitfish Head on later.
3. Tie in a few strands of Flash and trim to same length as the Faux Bucktail.
4. Tie in Faux Bucktail of the same length for the top wing. Tie off your tying thread and whip finish. Apply super glue to the thread head.
5. Fit the Baitfish Head over the eye of the hook and position firmly in place.
6. Re-attach your tying thread in front of the Baitfish Head and tie a small thread darn between the head and the eye of the hook. Tie off.
7. Place the Dragon Eyes in the eye sockets and apply super glue or UV finish to hold them in place.
8. Go catch a big fish!

Watch the tying video on the Faux Bucktail page on flymenfishingcompany.com

More Fish-Skull® streamers available at flymenfishingcompany.com

Faux Bucktail

1. Cover hook shank with thread wraps.
2. Tie in white Faux Bucktail about 2x the hook shank length for the belly, leaving room at the hook eye to slide the Baitfish Head on later.
3. Tie in a few strands of Flash and trim to same length as the Faux Bucktail.
4. Tie in Faux Bucktail of the same length for the top wing. Tie off your tying thread and whip finish. Apply super glue to the thread head.
5. Fit the Baitfish Head over the eye of the hook and position firmly in place.
6. Re-attach your tying thread in front of the Baitfish Head and tie a small thread darn between the head and the eye of the hook. Tie off.
7. Place the Dragon Eyes in the eye sockets and apply super glue or UV finish to hold them in place.
8. Go catch a big fish!

Watch the tying video on the Faux Bucktail page on flymenfishingcompany.com

More Fish-Skull® streamers available at flymenfishingcompany.com

Faux Bucktail

1. Cover hook shank with thread wraps.
2. Tie in white Faux Bucktail about 2x the hook shank length for the belly, leaving room at the hook eye to slide the Baitfish Head on later.
3. Tie in a few strands of Flash and trim to same length as the Faux Bucktail.
4. Tie in Faux Bucktail of the same length for the top wing. Tie off your tying thread and whip finish. Apply super glue to the thread head.
5. Fit the Baitfish Head over the eye of the hook and position firmly in place.
6. Re-attach your tying thread in front of the Baitfish Head and tie a small thread darn between the head and the eye of the hook. Tie off.
7. Place the Dragon Eyes in the eye sockets and apply super glue or UV finish to hold them in place.
8. Go catch a big fish!

Watch the tying video on the Faux Bucktail page on flymenfishingcompany.com

More Fish-Skull® streamers available at flymenfishingcompany.com

Faux Bucktail

1. Cover hook shank with thread wraps.
2. Tie in white Faux Bucktail about 2x the hook shank length for the belly, leaving room at the hook eye to slide the Baitfish Head on later.
3. Tie in a few strands of Flash and trim to same length as the Faux Bucktail.
4. Tie in Faux Bucktail of the same length for the top wing. Tie off your tying thread and whip finish. Apply super glue to the thread head.
5. Fit the Baitfish Head over the eye of the hook and position firmly in place.
6. Re-attach your tying thread in front of the Baitfish Head and tie a small thread darn between the head and the eye of the hook. Tie off.
7. Place the Dragon Eyes in the eye sockets and apply super glue or UV finish to hold them in place.
8. Go catch a big fish!

Watch the tying video on the Faux Bucktail page on flymenfishingcompany.com

More Fish-Skull® streamers available at flymenfishingcompany.com
Evolution™ tungsten beadheads

Move beyond the simple round fly tying bead and take your tying and fishing to the next level by adding the final element of realism to your nymphs. Nymph-Head Evolution is a tungsten beadhead family molded in the natural shape, size, and colors of the heads of the most common aquatic insects trout feed on: mayflies, stoneflies, and caddisflies.

Mayfly Swimmer & Burrower
- Elongated, oval head and prominent egg-shaped eyes to match most species of swimmer and burrower mayfly nymphs.
- Brown, Olive, Black.

Mayfly Clinger & Crawler
- Flat, broad profile with a distinctive, rounded front to match most species of “flathead” clinger and crawler mayfly nymphs.
- Brown, Olive, Black.

Stonefly
- Flat, broad, triangular-shaped head profile with prominent eyes at the back to match the typical stonefly.
- Brown, Gold, Black.

Caddis
- Round, undersized, arched head and bulbous eyes to match a typical caddis pupa.
- Brown, Olive, Black.
Heavy Metal™ Hare's Ear

- A fly no angler should ever be without.
- Brown, Olive, Black.
- #12, #14, #16, #18, #20.

Heavy Metal™ Pheasant Tail

- Classic mayfly design.
- Represents a medley of prey.
- Natural Brown, Olive, Black.
- #12, #14, #16, #18, #20.

Heavy Metal™ Lightning Bug

- Versatile year-round favorite.
- Gets down deep in fast-flowing water.
- Green, Black.
- #12, #14, #16.

Heavy Metal™ Caddis Pupa

- Irresistible fast-sinking nymph.
- For deep runs, low light, and dirty water.
- Pink, Blue.
- #12, #14, #16, #18.

Heavy Metal™ Copper

- Flashy nymph.
- Can be fished all year long.
- Brown, Gray, Green.
- #4, #6.

Heavy Metal™ Hard's Ear

- Universal pattern.
- Gets down deep in fast-flowing water.
- Green, Black.
- #14, #16.

Heavy Metal™ Prince

- For fast-sinking attractor nymphs.
- 3D eyes for a realistic profile and additional weight.
- Bright, anodized attractor colors.
- Caddis Green, Steelhead Blue, Bloodworm Red, Shrimp Pink, Gold.

Articulated Wiggle-Tail Shank

- Tie wiggle-tails or rear body sections on nymphs, emerger, small streamers, and dry flies.
- For flies in the #6 to #18 range.

FlyColor™ brass beads

- Tie any conceivable nymph pattern.
- Anodized, countersunk, round beads.
- Natural colors: tie realistic nymphs with Mayfly Brown, Baetis Green-Olive, and Stonefly Black.
- Traditional colors: go back to basics with Gold, Copper, and Silver.
- Attractor colors: ensure you catch the fish’s eye with Caddis Green, Bloodworm Red, Shrimp Pink, and Steelhead Blue.

Articulated Wiggle-Tail Shank

- For fast-sinking attractor nymphs.
- Wire body matches bead color.
- Green, Blue, Brown, Red.
- #12, #14, #16.

Articulated Wiggle-Tail Shank

- Add lifelike body movement to your nymphs.
- Tie wiggle-tails or rear body sections on nymphs, emerger, small streamers, and dry flies.
- For flies in the #6 to #18 range.

MSRP $1.75

MSRP $1.75

MSRP $1.75

MSRP $1.75

MSRP $1.75

MSRP $1.75

MSRP $1.75

MSRP $1.75

MSRP $1.75

MSRP $1.75

More Nymph-Head® nymphs available at flymenfishingcompany.com
Growing up on the Stillaguamish River in Washington state, Brita learned to fly fish at the age of 8, and taught herself to tie flies at 10. After living in both Alaska and Idaho for a few years, she moved back to Seattle in 2004 and has been guiding and professionally designing fly patterns ever since.

Her passion lies in guiding Puget Sound beaches and hunting cutthroat and salmon off the sand with baitfish patterns she’s created. Follow her on Instagram: @seafly907.